RC4, the dominant stream cipher in e-commerce and communication protocols such as, WEP, TLS, is being considered for replacement due to the series of vulnerabilities that have been pointed out in recent past. After a thorough analysis of the possible weaknesses, Spritz, a new stream cipher is proposed to that effect by the author of RC4. The design of Spritz is based on Cryptographic Sponge construction, which permits Spritz to be used in different modes, and therefore, makes it an attractive design choice for security protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Spritz is a new RC4-like stream cipher, proposed by Ron Rivest and Jacob Schuldt (Rivest and Schuldt, 2014) . RC4 (Paul and Maitra, 2012 ) is one of the most well-recognized stream ciphers being part of communication standards like Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). Due to a series of vulnerabilities (Paul and Maitra, 2007) pointed out in recent times, it was prohibited from all the versions of TLS in 2015. In parallel to RC4, there were numerous other proposals for stream ciphers, primarily driven by the eS-TREAM project (est, 2015) , which listed a total of seven stream ciphers in its final portfolio -four in software profile and three in hardware profile, respectively. Intense scrutiny of these ciphers are currently taking place, in terms of cryptographic weaknesses and efficient implementations.
Given the successful stint of RC4, many researchers have also attempted to address the weaknesses of the basic algorithm and proposed different variants (Paul and Maitra, 2012) . In a recent such effort, Spritz was proposed, which, however, is based on the "sponge-like" construction. Sponge construction was proposed in (Bertoni et al., 2007) and then gained stronghold with applications in different cryptographic primitives (Bertoni et al., 2010; Bertoni et al., 2011) , including the standardization of SHA-3 (sha, 2015) . Spritz is based on this construction, which offers significant flexibility for the stream cipher to be used for encryption, pseudo-random number generation, hash function, message authentication codes and authenticated encryption. Naturally, this flexibility brings in added advantage for Spritz to be deployed in different communication and security protocols. However, the basic performance analysis of Spritz shows that it falls short in performance (Rivest and Schuldt, 2014) . While the distinguisher proposed in (Banik and Isobe, 2016) , poses a real attack threat in the scenario of broadcast, it can be easily avoided by dropping the first 2 bytes of the pseudo-random bitstream, as also indicated by the authors.
All the values in Spritz are modulo-N. By default, N is 256 which makes Spritz byte-oriented. The state Q t of Spritz consists of six one byte registers i, j, k, w, z and a along with array S of length N, which stores a permutation of Z N = {0, 1, ..., N − 1}. The cryptographic key K is a byte-array of length L. INITIALIZESTATE initializes the state of Spritz to a standard state. ABSORB takes a variable length input I and updates the state of Spritz based on the input. For every nally whips again. ABSORBSTOP absorbs a special stop symbol, is used to separate various inputs being absorbed. SQUEEZE, the main output function of Spritz, produces r-output bytes, where r is an input to the function. By using these top level functions, Spritz can operate in one of the many operating modes specified in (Rivest and Schuldt, 2014 ).
Motivation and Contribution
Although the cryptographic designs are often guarded within premise of software-centric or hardwarecentric design (est, 2015) , it reveals a limited perspective regarding the end usage. For example, efficient hardware implementations for RC4, a primarily software-oriented design have been extensively studied (Kitsos et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2013) . SOSE-MANUK (Berbain et al., 2008) , a software profile stream cipher from eSTREAM, is touted to be suitable for hardware implementation as well. Indeed, a custom instruction designed for a cipher requires a dedicated hardware functional unit, although it is being run on a software platform (Constantin et al., 2012) . Therefore, the most efficient implementation of a cipher gives key design insights that can be undertaken for software optimization as well. This factor, besides Spritz being a promising candidate for RC4 replacement, forms the motivation of our work. The major contributions of this paper are the following.
• An in-depth analysis of the constituent functions for Spritz to derive the most efficient architecture.
• Performance evaluation with ASIC and FPGA technology mapping.
• Benchmarking against state-of-the-art hash functions and stream ciphers. The main content of the paper is organized in four sections. Section 2 presents the cycle-per-byte(cpb) analysis assuming a naive implementation of constituent functions. Section 3 explores various design choices, and presents the cpb analysis of the cipher, corresponding to the design choices. Section 4 presents the implementation of hardware accelerator for the cipher and compares the performance with other existing stream cipher designs. Section 5 presents the summary of the paper.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR IMPROVING CYCLES-PER-BYTE
We kindly refer reader to (Rivest and Schuldt, 2014) for a detailed specification of Spritz. The structure diagram of Spritz is presented in Figure 1 . It is possible to construct different cryptographic primitives using the top level functions of Spritz, namely KEYSETUP, ABSORB, ABSORBSTOP and SQUEEZE, which are called from inside ENCRYPT or HASH, for example. To enable a clear analysis of the dependencies, we begin with a study of each of the Spritz algorithmic blocks and define a quantitative parameter R, which approximates the upper bound on the number of operations that each of the blocks execute, with the assumption that each operation is executed in a single clock cycle. Afterwards, we will attempt to model the architecture in a way to satisfy the best-case assumption for the number of cycles.
Spritz performs encryption by key setup using the key K, followed by performing squeeze on the message M to generate the cipher stream C.
• UPDATE(): In UPDATE, 4 operations are performed. Thus R(UPDATE) = 4.
• WHIP(r): In WHIP(r), UPDATE gets called r times and an operation is performed to update state register w.
In CRUSH, at most N 2 swaps are performed and assuming each swap is a single operation,
• SHUFFLE(): There are three calls to WHIP with parameter 2N, two calls to CRUSH and a single operation to set state register a to 0.
• ABSORBNIBBLE(x): The conditional Shuffle call in ABSORBNIBBLE is accounted for during calculation of R(ABSORB). There are two operations in ABSORBNIBBLE irrespective of the value of x and hence R(ABSORBNIBBLE) = 2.
• ABSORBBYTE(b): There are two calls to ABSORBNIBBLE irrespective of the value of b, hence R(ABSORBBYTE) = 2 × R(ABSORBNIBBLE) = 4.
• ABSORB(M):
There are M.length calls to ABSORBBYTE, which in turn makes two call to ABSORBNIBBLE. In each call of ABSORBNIBBLE, the value of state register a is incremented by 1, thereby after every N/2 calls to ABSORBNIBBLE, there will be a call to SHUFFLE, with the assumption that a is initially 0. Assuming N is greater than 10,
There is nested access of memory, and with the assumption that the results of memory request is obtained in the next cycle, it will require 3 cycles for the accesses, hence R(OUTPUT) = 3.
• DRIP() : Each call to DRIP requires a call to UPDATE and OUTPUT, and hence R(Drip) = 4 + 3 = 7.
• SQUEEZE(r) : There are r calls to DRIP and at most one call to SHUFFLE. Thus, R(SHUFFLE) = r × R(DRIP) + R(SHUFFLE) = 7r + 25N + 5.
• INITIALIZESTATE() : Assuming each initialization of each register or memory location is a single operation, R(INITIALIZESTATE) = 6 + N.
• KEYSETUP() : Assuming that the key is byte array K and K.length
The above discussion presents the number of cycles required for execution for a naïve implementation of constituent functions of Spritz, with the assumption that each operation requires a single cycle to complete execution. In the following section, we analyze the various design points of accelerator design of Spritz. The key challenge in the design phases is first, to identify an optimized architecture for a given function and second, to accommodate and adjust the same architecture to include all the different functions.
DESIGN DECISIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF ACCELERATOR
We begin designing the key constituent functions as shown in structure diagram of Spritz, in Figure 1 . The design of each constituent function is presented in the following subsections. We conclude this section by presenting estimated cpb of Spritz with the chosen design decisions in subsection 3.9.
ABSORBBYTE(b)
The architecture for ABSORBBYTE(b), is shown in Figure 2 . LOW(b) and HIGH(b) represent the lower order 4 bits and higher order 4 bits of the byte b respectively.
We implement both the ABSORBNIBBLE(LOW(b)) and ABSORBNIBBLE(HIGH(b)) simultaneously in a single clock cycle. The target address for the swaps in the corresponding ABSORBNIBBLE(x) is computed along with incrementing the value of state register a. We perform the two swaps simultaneously when no call to SHUFFLE() is involved. We present three cases related to the operation of ABSORBBYTE (b) (b) ]. In the next cycle, the Resume signal is set to low to continue with ordinary operation of ABSORBBYTE(b). During both these operations, we increment a by 1.
3. Otherwise, we perform a double swap operation taking into account the data dependencies that might be present amongst the memory locations and increment the value of a by 2. The data dependencies are resolved using the register-to-register transfer addresses shown in Table 1 and explained below.
Symbolically, the data transfers can be represented by the following permutation on the state array S -
It involves four simultaneous data transfers.
In this case, permutation of the state array is
This involves three data transfers.
This involves three data transfers :
This involves two data transfers :
This is an identity permutation and hence it does not involve data transfer. Case 8:
This case cannot occur, since it implies a 2 = a 1 which is not feasible, as a 2 = a 1 + 1. We do not implement higher number of ABSORBNIBBLE(x) operations in a single clock cycle, since the amount of control circuit needed for resolving dependencies amongst the swaps would be high and negatively impact the critical path of the entire circuit. In addition, we would also require a higher number of ports to read from and write simultaneously to the register array S, which would also contribute to the area of the circuit. 
UPDATE()
We propose a three stage pipeline for the implementation of UPDATE, with the schedule shown in Figure  3 . In Stage 1, we compute the new value of state register i and a temporary variable t 1 which is used in next stage for computation of j. In Stage 2, we compute the updated value of state register j and another temporary variable t 3 required for computation state register k in the next stage. In Stage 3, we swap the memory locations i and j respectively and also compute the new value of state register k. Since Stage 1 of the pipeline uses the updated value of stage register j that is available in Stage 3 and also has a data dependency with stage 3 for the swap of the previous iteration of UPDATE, a single cycle delay in the pipeline is introduced into the pipeline. 
DRIP()
The pipeline schedule for DRIP is shown in Figure  4 . The first three stages for DRIP are identical to that for UPDATE operation and hence these two constituent functions can run on the same physical hardware pipeline. The last three stages of the pipeline from stage 4 to 6 is used for accessing memory locations related to update of state register z and completing operation OUTPUT. Stage 4 of the pipeline has a data dependency with Stage 6 of the pipeline, since stage 4 of the next iteration uses the updated value of z, that is available in Stage 6 of the previous iteration of DRIP. Hence, we require at least two cycle stalls to account for this data dependency. We should note that we cannot access a memory location and use the data at the memory in the same cycle for accessing another memory location. Given this limitation, the current pipeline schedule offers the best throughput possible for hardware implementation of operation DRIP.
WHIP(x)
For the operation WHIP(x), we perform x iterations of operation UPDATE following the pipeline schedule presented in subsection 3.2. In the subsequent cycle, we increment state register w by 2, since N is a power of 2 to complete the operation WHIP(x).
CRUSH()
The data at location S[v] is swapped with data at location
We can observe that CRUSH has follows a well defined pattern in regard to the locations that might be swapped, as shown in Figure 5 . There are no data dependencies between the iterations of the loop in the CRUSH function and hence theoretically, we can unroll the loop up to N 2 to complete the loop operation in a single clock cycle. During hardware implementation, the unroll factor would be determined by the number of ports that are available concurrently for reads and writes. In our design, we limit ourselves to using four read ports and four write ports for the register file. We propose the following implementation of CRUSH as shown in Figure 6 for one swap operation. We use two such circuits to achieve an unroll factor of two -the first one swaps locations v and N − 1 − v, while the second circuit swaps v+1 and N −2−v, subject to the condition specified in operation CRUSH. 
SHUFFLE()
SHUFFLE operation is performed by the following sequence of operations:-1. Invoke UPDATE 2N times following the pipeline schedule shown in Figure 3 . Thereafter, increment w by 2. 
Invoke CRUSH

SQUEEZE()
At the start of SQUEEZE, we set register shu f f leOn to the result of the condition, a > 0. If shu f f leOn is high, then we invoke SHUFFLE. Once SHUFFLE has completed, pipeline for DRIP as per the schedule specified in Figure 4 is executed. We should note that if a > 0, SHUFFLE is invoked causing a to be set to 0, hence we do not need to check for a > 0 during execution of the DRIP pipeline.
INITIALIZESTATE
Assuming 4 write ports, the state array S can be initialized in N 4 cycles. Simultaneously, the state registers i, j, k, z, a can be initialized to zero while state register w is initialized to one.
Estimated cpb of Spritz with the Chosen Design Decisions
In this subsection, we analyze the cpb of the component functions of Spritz based on the chosen design decisions, presented in the immediately previous subsections. It should be noted that KEYSETUP, ABSORB, ABSORBSTOP and SQUEEZE are the top level functions of Spritz that are used required for construction of different cryptographic primitives.
• WHIP(2N) : 2 × 2N + 2 = 4N + 2 cycles
• CRUSH :
We can absorb one byte per cycle. However, after every N 2 bytes absorbed, SHUFFLE has to be invoked. For absorbing k bytes, the number of cycles and cycles per byte for ABSORB is shown in Equation 1 and Equation 2 respectively.
(1)
• SQUEEZE(m) : Assuming SHUFFLE is invoked at the start of operation SQUEEZE, the number of cycles per byte for SQUEEZE for a message of length m bytes is presented in the following equation 3.
• INITIALIZESTATE :
N 4 + ABSORB cycles (K.length) cycles, where K is the key used for encryption.
Compared to the naive implementation presented in Section 2, it can be observed that the design decisions made by us, help in gaining considerable improvements in terms of number of cycles for all the constituent functions.
ACCELERATOR IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the proposed design of Spritz stream cipher using Verilog description. The array S, of size 256 bytes, which forms part of the state Q t of Spritz, has been implemented as an array of masterslave flip-flops. The top level schematic of the implemented design is shown in Figure 7 . The input bus f unc sel is used to choose the operation to be performed while data in is used to supply required data to the accelerator. The output port shu f f le on is set to high when SHUFFLE has be invoked in the next cycle. The input port resume is used to flag that operation ABSORBBYTE has resumed after SHUFFLE. 
Spritz Core
Hardware Performance
The Verilog code for the accelerator has been synthesized and evaluated with Synopsys Design Compiler version J-2014.09, using 65nm Faraday library. Detailed performance results (pre-layout) are presented in Table 2 . Unless mentioned otherwise, a 16-byte key is set up followed by encryption of a 10 kilobyte message to compute the throughput. We also synthesized the code using Xilinx ISE 14.7 for a FPGA-based implementation. The results of the Xilinx Virtex-7 (device: xc7vx330t-3ffg1157) FPGA implementation is also shown in Table 2 . The maximum 
Area-Throughput Comparison with Existing Designs
In (Rivest and Schuldt, 2014) , authors have compared the throughput of the SQUEEZE function with the keystream generation speed of prominent stream ciphers and the throughput of the ABSORB function with that of the hash functions. Following the same approach, we provide a performance listing of accelerators for prominent stream ciphers and hash functions in Table 3 , where the performances are obtained from state-of-the-art implementations (Gurkaynak et al., 2006; Good and Benaissa, 2007; Gupta et al., 2013; Paul and Chattopadhyay, 2015; Henzen et al., 2010) . For a different technology node, the performance is scaled. Spritz fares rather poorly in comparison to the lightweight stream ciphers as well as high-speed stream cipher candidates (e.g., Sosemanuk). Although Spritz is capable of operating in multiple modes due to its Sponge construction, its large area overhead due to the state array S and nested memory accesses required for computation of UP-DATE and OUTPUT, makes it implementation-wise a weak candidate compared to block ciphers like AES, PRESENT, which can also operate in different modes.
Throughput Comparison with Existing Designs for Large Messages
It might be noted that the cpb of ABSORB reaches 25.5 for large N (refer equation 2), which is 2.3× slower compared to the SHA-3 standard hash function Keccak and 16× faster compared to the software implementation of Spritz (Rivest and Schuldt, 2014) . In the same manner, compared to the best reported implementation of RC4 (Gupta et al., 2013) , which reports a cpb of 0.5, for arbitrarily long messages, the cpb of SQUEEZE function reaches a value of 3 (refer equation 3), which is 6× slowdown. This slowdown is directly caused by the nested calls to the storage for the output function of Spritz. For example, in (eba, 2015) , performance benchmarking of multiple stream ciphers are presented. For a quad-core Intel Core i5-6600, running at 3.31 GHz, cpb of prominent stream ciphers are listed in the following Table 4 . The same table also lists the performances reported by those stream ciphers for a singlecore Cortex-A9 processor with NEON extensions, running at 1.2 GHz, which shows that cycles/byte for Spritz is comparable to the fastest stream ciphers reported. From this perspective, it is interesting to study the parallelization options of Spritz for an optimized software implementation.
CONCLUSION
Spritz is a new stream cipher proposed as a replacement for RC4, which is part of several standards. So far, no optimized hardware/software implementation of Spritz has been reported. We explored the design points of Spritz considering a high performance, custom hardware architecture to minimize its cycles per byte. The implementation results on ASIC and FPGA technology reveal significant speed-up compared to the basic, un-optimized software implementation. However, in terms of area-efficiency, Spritz fares worse compared to the prominent stream ciphers and hash functions.
